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Time is running out for us all
Dear Editor: brain dreamers and scientists \/Ve must trv to finH

and get back to a more slm- solutions to today's nrobiem» « °.°n f ,uPP°'f fighting, arguing and trying
I would appreciate your pie, basic and natural way of . wor pollution ond^i.eaie manufacturer who frankly to make fools out of each 

having the following letter living. We can't even prevent We m^Tt |nP*e does?f 9 v® ° damn about other about who has the best
printed In your publication: starvation, to say nothing of Danie« nntt °m P*°p *or *h* environment as way or the best products.

jIS EBI BBS mM ESIplanet and animal and other and women are becoming tificlal fertiliser. «. j destruction? stupid differences and join
forms of life continue to ex- sterile at on alarming rote pesticides and °n « • the Almighty Excessive forces to find that informa-
ist, we will, all of us. have to from being exposed ?o un- Sna lnerl Td ' "T" #°r fhe tlon which will enable us to
forget the pompous boloney natural and harmful the sooner the®better Trv not re in? [or °n®- can survive In peace and good
about how intelligent we ore substances being spewed tG pollute our world i ^ „**. f very plainly. Big health. I know the answers 
and try with all our heart, forth by the ton evety day. wov ^ with X SÎT h mokin9 o fast pro- are all there - if we just take
and soul, not to continue People ore deluding ^ou. 7hau2t rlitT d ^ at the expense 0f all of us. the time to look and in
damaging ourselves and our themselves into believing anvthina into v«ur «inl, Tke public is partly to blame vestlgate and then bring forth
environment. W. have only science can cure everything® or CTor Into Z al £ t°«m. * Ï* ?" of the the safest and heaviest
one earth. If we were really when all it can really do is rivers or onto our «k • j e saving |unk being pro- plans of action into focus. In 
as smart as we say we are, provide temporary stopgaps will cause daman# t« i:«- ° i UO*i n<V rea*izin9 that the order to implement solutions 
we should be able to ac- such as drugs and transplants this planet Look for and tnk" h°,Ve f° do ,e8S to our problems and bring
complish all of our tasks and * artificial hearts, limbs, etc. t|me to do whatever has to he th°f th®j* * 9°in® f° ,*** f°r about ° positive effect, world 
reach all of our goals without It's becoming so ridiculous done the safest w i ,hem cnd conseQuontly the governments are going to 
destroying ourselves in the that i expj’when children XnoÏuraUubltan^, ÏÏ2? •«» money they will be earn- have to pass and enforce

are born in the future doctor, S it take, o bü lon«r 'ng for the necessities of life, strict laws on matter, per-
We have neither the will have to attach artificial Advertiser. ’»__T. „ A „ taining to health and the en-

technology or the capability arms, legs, ears, fingers and bombard ... "new" ?°t y ®”ecfs of pollution and vironment first of all. I pray

3SS3:S2 SHSSt - —.—
anything similar on other 
planets we can reach right 
now and the possibility of 
sending one hundred or even 
ten people out to colonize 
some others that can't sup
port life let alone provide 
human beings with food and 
a living is an impossible 
dream. And if such a 
possibility did exist, how 
could we expect to populate 
another planet If we cannot 
live alongside one another 
here and now without wreak
ing damage to ourselves and 
our environment.

We have to stop listening 
to all of the spcce-on-the-

Time is running out for all cancer and heart disease and 
of us

process.

<

Tom Chauvin, Jr.
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HELLO AGAIN
Sweepstakes

We wish them 
many years of i 
enjoyable driving.
And thanks to the 
thousands of other 
students who participated.
Be sure to enter again next September. 
The winner could be you! Meanwhile, 
good luck In your exams and keep on 
saying Hello Again by Long Distance!

MOM

0.95if B (Hus e small 
mileage charge)

includes $1000000 
PL A PD insurance 
coverage

I

Nearly new 
at 1/2 the price. 
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